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all the stronger for being deliberately defensive. The recep-
tion of the speech by the House as a whole was proof that
he had reassured public opinion.' The Times was happy that
the Government did not take a purely * legalistic * view of
treaties.
Germany's reaction was typified by the Bor$en-Zeitung\
' We hope, Mr. Eden, that we can take you at your word/
Officially, Germany was silent. Hitler was making a * peace
appeal *—in one of Krupps' armament factories—and in
doing so struck an uncompromising patriotic note. In Italy
it was reported that the speech was received * with the disap-
proval turned upon all Mr. Eden's acts and utterances *. He
was reproached for ignoring Italy's position as a Locarno
signatory, though it would have seemed that he was doing
Mussolini a kindness by leaving him out. Beck told Eden
personally that Poland was happy about the speech, while
the French were * cordial, even warm '„
March ended with Eden accepting a D.C.L. from Durham
University * and planning a holiday in Morocco which he had
to cancel. April was to be a month of violent and critical
activity. On ist April Ribbentrop handed Eden the German
Peace Plan. It was verbose. In substance it amounted to a
four-month standstill order. Eden's response showed a cer-
tain lack of nerve and in some ways suggested the excessive
influence of permanent officials. In his statement to the
House acknowledging the German proposals he declared
that they contained * many indications of future policy, all
favourably received *, but a pause was necessary. During the
pause there were to be stafF talks between Britain, France,
and Belgium. It was a concession to French prestige, but it
could not be a repetition of 1914- The opinion of Parliament
1 Eden's mother, who Has made so few intrusions on his public life, was present
at the ceremony when impressive tribute •was paid to the public services of her
son, who by this honour numbers among Durham's famous men. Several weeks
later Eden was to receive a similar distinction from his own University, receiving
his Doctor's degree at the same time as the celebrated Hungarian cardinal and
political adviser, Cardinal Seredi.
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